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Inspired by the abstract but expressive art of his friend Alex Janvier, Douglas Cardinal set out to design a 
building that would represent the most ancient beginnings of our land. Using his deep rooted connection to 

the First Nation’s culture and to the Shamanic tradition, Cardinal strove to create an architecture that spoke 
about both polemics and harmony. In a time of some  conflict between Canadians and their Aboriginal popu-
lations, this Museum was the bright beacon of a future of harmonious existence. It’s curves and twists, dips 
and steps all hearken back to a time when the Glaciers cut deep into the rock of the Canadian Shield, melt-
ing as it moved across the great expanses of the Northern wastes. While the Curatiorial Wing represents the 
Canadian Shield’s stratus and deep 
cuts, the Public Wing represents the 
melting Glacier itself. These power-
ful symbols are communicated with 
the aid of the limestone facade, quar-
ried here in Canada, as well as by 
the grandiose and expressive curves 
of the layout and the site’s nearness 
to water. The Entrance evokes the 
feel of a totem pole face, while the 
copper domes of the roof system rep-
resent the reclamation of the gla-
cier by first, soil, then vegetation.



Above: 
Main Entrance, Public Wing, Grand Hall at left 

Right: 
Riverview Salon Dome, facing the Ottawa River
------------------------------------>

The space chosen for analysis in this Museum was the 
Grand Hall and Riverview Salon. Accessible year round 
as a permanent exhibit and main lobby space, the Grand 
Hall exists as a metaphorical representation of the Pacif-
ic North-West coastline. Starting in the far south of the 
Canadian West Coast, the line of the raised terrazo dais 
represents the bays and beaches of the Canadian West-
Coast First Nations. The remaining floor area between 
the dais and the glazing wall represents the expanse of the 
Pacific Ocean, and each of the Houses lining the far side 
of the dais represent one of the 6 largest First Nations of 
the Coast in order from South to North.  
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M U S E U M  A N A L Y S I S



NUXALK

NOOTKA

KWAKIUTL

HAIDA

NISGA’A

TLINGIT

123456
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C O A S T L I N E
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Left:
The exterior courtyard and Grand Hall 
spaces are often used for large Pow Wows 
and other such significant First Nations 
events.

Left: 
The Grand Hall is also offered as a rent-
able space for conferences, wedding re-
ceptions, galas etc. 
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Right:
The exterior courtyard space is also con-
sidered one of the best places to watch 
the Canada Day fireworks. 
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The end of the Grand Hall, where the glazing meets the 
structure of the dome.  The art piece, titled ‘Morning 

Star’, was painted by Alex Janvier a few years after the 
museum’s opening in 1990. The piece is aligned in such a 
way as to act as a First Nations Medicine Wheel, and ush-
ers visitors up and down the circulation towers towards 
First People’s Hall, Canada Hall and Special Exhibits on 
various floors. The Medicine Wheel represents the four 
directions and the metaphorical medicines they stand for: 
Yellow being the space between North and East, repre-
senting the beginnings of life or birth and spring; Blue 
being the space between East and South, representing un-
tested youth, childhood and summer;  Red being the space 
between South and West, representing adulthood, maturi-
ty and autumn; White being the space between West and 
North, representing elderhood, death and winter. 
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T H E  T O T E M  P O L E
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One of the many, but also one of the most 
prominent artifacts housed in the 3 storey 

exhibit are the Totem Poles. Carved of Western 
Red Cedar and White Pine, the poles can stand 
as high as 39 meters and can take upwards of a 
decade to carve, season and paint. Carved as the 
only physical record of West-Coast First Nation 
history, each pole tells a story. This VERTICAL 
CHRONOLOGY is represented through the use 
of totem or spirit animals. Each of these ani-
mals has a specific meaning or role in the story 
and can act as character, metaphor or memory 
cue to the narrative or story-teller. Many of the 
poles have multiple functions: they ward off 
evil spirits; act as structure for a house; speak 
of conquests, achievements, history, family ties 
and alliances; tell creation stories and ancestral 
myths; send messages or prayers to the cre-
ator; act as beacons against the sky for location 
markers. As such an extremely funtional piece 
of art, the preservation and conservation of 
these poles and their stories has become a huge 
concern for Museums in which exhibits dedicat-
ed to the Pacific North-West peoples exist. 

T H E  T O T E M  P O L E
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C O N C L U S I O N
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Left:
The Grand Hall during visiting hours. The 
exterior courtyard is just beyond the glazing 
to the left, and the Pacific North West Coast 
First Nations exhibit is within the period 
houses to the right. 

Major Weaknesses:

-Disconnect between the viewer/visitor and 
 those that the artifact represents
-Curated rather than genuine presentation of 
 artifacts in the context of a cultural backdrop
-Relational and interactive space is absent 
 beyond the totem poles and facades
-Issues and significant events of the West 
 Coast First Nations are poorly represented if 
 at all
-Inhabitation of the Totem Pole is made 
 impossible
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P R O P O S A L



MASTER PLAN

Proposal:

In order to incorporate a more authentic impression to the space, the inaccura-
cies in symbology have been corrected. The large scale printed forest backdrop 
has been replaced with Western Red Cedar plantings (fed with hydroponics 
below the raised dais of the platform and sunk into the floor). The Houses have 
been re-designed to incorporate historical architectures, the artifacts, and the 
significant events and conditions of the West Coast’s past (in chronological 
order). The terrazo floor representing the beach has been left untouched, but 
the Totem Pole artifacts have been relocated to the end of the Hall where a 
series of “Dome Spiders” have been integrated into the circulation spaces.  The 
ceiling design incorporates reflective ‘wave’ panels that create a pseudo-sky that 
reflects the sky outside the Hall aswell as the floor and trees beneath it. 

Both the Tree and Sky gestures were made in an effort to tie together the 7 
directions of the Wheel that exists at the end of the Hall, in the Riverview 
Salon. A new viewer is intended to experience the Wheel as a whole experience; 
a tangible and authentic sensation that would continue throughout the space 
through the manipulation of light qualities (the ceiling treatment) aswell as 
sights, smells (cedars and soil), textures and sounds. With this authenticity in 
the background, it is believed that the experience of the museum’s West-Coast 
First Nations exhibit (the Long Longhouse Exhibit) will be more sincere.

Within the Long Longhouse Exhibit itself, each House is representative of a 
different People, period of time and architectural manifestation. Starting in 
the late 1800’s and continuing through Colonization and the right to vote, the 
exhibit shows significant artifacts, events, conflicts and architectural examples 
of the times via a series of contextual constructions, technological/interactive 
displays and physical representations (architecture). 

In addition to these alterations to the Grand Hall scheduled on the Master 
Plan, a last finale is included in the Riverview Salon beneath the Morning Star 
Dome. After moving the oldest and most significant Totem Poles to the River-
view Salon and erecting them with the aid of a series of engineered steel bases, 
a series of ‘Dome Spider’ lifts (specially designed for the museum’s structural 
glazed wall and dome) will serve to give new viewers the opportunity to inhabit 
the space of the Totem Pole. This intervention functions to enlighten the view-
ers about totem pole story telling, their carving techniques and conservation, 
and their importance to the cultures of the West Coast First Na tions. 
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I N T E R V E N T I O N



TOTEM POLE

DOME SPIDER
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I N H A B I T I N G 
T H E  T O T E M 

P O L E
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SPIDER
Grandmother Weaver
Keeper of Fate and Destiny
Birth of Weaving
Creativity and Dreaming
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1 ENGINEERED 
STEEL BASE
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2 EMBEDDED 
LIFT ARM

http:/ /www.panther.tv/wp-content/
uploads/foxyadvanced-title. jpg

AVIATION CABLE 
PULLEY SYSTEM
STEEL CR ANE ARM4
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3 STEEL D OME 
SPIDER
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